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Occupier Activity
Activity in the Limerick office marked was mixed in quarter three. A total 

of 3,400 sq m was taken up in the three months, largely led by deals 

from earlier in 2020 or 2019. However positively, the volume of space 

signed/reserved rose in the three-month period. In the nine months to 

the end of September 2020, take up totaled 8,850 sq m. Despite the 

increase in Q3 activity, take up for the year looks set to remain below 

the long run average, and significantly below the exceptional levels 

recorded in 2019. In the first nine months of the year, occupiers were 

focused on city centre locations, which absorbed 71% of take up 

activity. However, a breakdown of reserved and signed space, indicates 

demand also remains present in the suburbs and Shannon Free Zone. 

Availability
At the end of September, availability in the Limerick office market stood 

at 39,150 sq m, down 29% from the same point in 2019. The 

corresponding vacancy rate stood at 9.9%. The release of second-hand 

stock to the market slowed in the third quarter, while a number of units 

have also been removed for redevelopment. Of the available space, 

54% is Grade A standard. When location is considered, the city centre 

accounts for 29%, with the suburbs and the Shannon Free Zone 

accounting for 35% and 36% respectively. At the end of September, 

approximately 34% of available space was signed or reserved. This 

provides the market’s take up pipeline over the coming quarters, but 

also signals vacancy rates may also decline further. 

Development Activity
There is currently no office space under construction in the Limerick 

office market. However, demolition works are continuing at Bishopsgate 

development in the city centre. The main works are expected to 

commence shortly. Once under construction, this scheme will aim to 

deliver approximately 7,400 sq m of Grade A office space to the 

Limerick market. 

Market Commentary
“Overall take up activity remained subdued in quarter three, with take up 

predominately comprising transactions agreed in the later part of 2019 

or the opening months of 2020 which were delayed as a consequence 

of COVID-19. However it is encouraging to note that companies are 

progressing with transactions with approximately 34% of available 

space either reserved or signed at the end of Q3 2020.”

Ciara McCarthy, Divisional Director, Cushman & Wakefield Limerick
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CONFIDENTIALITY CLASUSE
This information is to be regarded as confidential to the party 

to whom it is addressed and is intended for the use of that 

party only. Consequently and in accordance with current 

practice, no responsibility is accepted to any third party in 

respect of the whole or any part of its contents. Before any 

part of it is reproduced, or referred to, in any document, 

circular or statement, our written approval as to the form and 

context of such publication must be obtained.
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ABOUT CUSHMAN & WAKEFIELD
Cushman & Wakefield is a leading global real estate services firm that helps clients transform the way people work, shop and live.  Our 

48,000 employees in more than 70 countries help investors optimise the value of their real estate by combining our global perspective and 

deep local knowledge with an impressive platform of real estate solutions. Cushman & Wakefield is among the largest international 

commercial real estate services firms with revenue of $6.9 billion across core services of agency leasing, asset services, capital markets, 

facility services (C&W Services), global occupier services, investment & asset management (DTZ Investors), project & development services, 

tenant representation and valuation & advisory. 

To learn more, visit cushmanwakefield.ie or follow @CushWakeIRL on Twitter. 


